Skills
Keyboarding

Classroom Online Support for Grades 3-5
Description
Activities
Type to Learn or one of
Keyboarding
these
Number Pad Practice

Internet Link/Activity
Keyboard Invasion
Sky Chase
Dance Mat Typing
Typing Club
Number Pad Practice
Math Quiz
Typing.com
Typing Olympics
Math Quiz

Mouse Skills
Demonstrate how to use the mouse using the suggested skills practice site, by
answering the following questions, and finally practicing skill on designated
Math or ELA site:
1. How do you scroll with your mouse?
2. How do you highlight text?
3. Are you accurate when you click on something with your mouse?
Grade 3-5 Friendly Vocabulary
• Mouse - tool that allows you to move around your computer
● Cursor - arrow on screen that moves around the computer so you can
choose what you want to do; or blinking vertical line marking where cursor is
placed
● Link (hyperlink) - usually text or a picture a link will take you to a new site,
video, picture or any other file that is linked
● Scroll – moving image, text, window, website page up, down or across the
computer screen
● Highlight – using mouse to select text so that it is emphasized with a blue
bar
Mouse Practice
Students can practice
Mousing Around
multiple mouse skills,
Moucercise
Mouse Practice
including scrolling, using
Math Mavens
drop down menus, radio
Mouse Practice Bubble
buttons, and accessing
Activity
links to build their
Spelling Bees
navigation skills.
FunBrain: Math Arcade
Math Arcade: Visit the
site and select your grade
before playing the game.
Grammar Blast
Highlight/Select Text

Demonstrate how to use the mouse using the suggested skills practice site, by
answering the following questions, and finally practicing skill on designated
Math or ELA site:
1. How do you scroll with your mouse?
2. How do you highlight text?
3. Are you accurate when you click on something with your mouse?
Grade 3-5 Friendly Vocabulary
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● Mouse - tool that allows you to move around your computer
● Cursor - arrow on screen that moves around the computer so you can choose
what you want to do; or blinking vertical line marking where cursor is placed
● Link (hyperlink) - usually text or a picture a link will take you to a new site,
video, picture or any other file that is linked
● Scroll – moving image, text, window, website page up, down or across the
computer screen
● Highlight – using mouse to select text so that it is emphasized with a blue bar
Highlight/Select Text
Students will need
Highlighting Practice
Lesson
headphones to listen
Proof Reading Grade 3
Proof Reading Grades 4
to content and follow
Proof Reading Grade 5
instructions to
highlight/select text.
Students will
highlight/select text to
make corrections, add
text, and delete text.
Navigation

Demonstrate navigating skills using the suggested sites, and by answering the
following questions:
1. How do you use the buttons to control a video?
2. How do you type into fields?
Grade 3-5 Friendly Vocabulary
● Cursor- arrow on screen that moves around the computer so you can choose
what you want to do; or blinking vertical line marking where cursor is placed
● Fields: Boxes on website or form where you can include text
Navigation Lesson
Students will learn to
Comic Strip
navigate a webpage by
Friendly Letter
Word Clouds
reading instructions,
Study Jams
clicking items, dragging
Story Starter
items, viewing videos,
Make an Animation
and entering text into
fields.
Math Videos

Drag and Drop

Demonstrate how to drag and drop by answering the following questions:
1. How do you draw a line from one object to another or across the page?
2. How do you use your mouse to select the object?
3. How do you move an object?
Grade 3-5 Friendly Vocabulary
● select - choosing something on a website, or computer program; usually it is
highlight blue or will move when you select it
● drag and drop - picking up an object, or thing, on your screen and putting it
down
Drag & Drop Lesson
Students will practice following instructions by
dragging and dropping items thus reinforcing the skills
of dragging and dropping within a field.
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Thinking Blocks
Clean-Up Your Grammar
Interactive Assessment

General Math Support
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A free assessment and
practice website where
students have an
opportunity to practice
similar skills to what they
will need such as drag
and drop, selecting points
on a number line or
graph, etc. Teachers are
able to create a free
account and set up their
classes to assign and track
assessments, and even
create their own custom
questions

http://www.thatquiz.org/

